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Hear Matt Share His Story

The Coveted Dollar-In Dollar Out Visibility
We had a general idea of which marketing tactics worked well to a certain point.
Now CaliberMind is helping us see a bigger picture. We’re able to see which
experiments--which projects--not only produce well at the top of the funnel or as
a leading indicator but how our campaigns work after a sale converts.
Ultimately, we’re after the coveted dollar-in-dollar-out visibility that every board
dreams of. We want to know what we need to invest in order to sell $40M.
We want an always-on attribution tool that gives us better answers so that we
can make adjustments not mid-quarter, not mid-half, but in some cases
mid-month.
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Flexing To Our Business Model
The day before I signed a contract with a competitor, I spoke with Slay from CaliberMind. The conversation was great, but in the end, we signed the contract with the
competitor. We had the most frustrating 14 days with this vendor. We realized they
sold us a tool that couldn’t do what they said it could.
With a business model and CRM setup that isn't a standard B2B approach, we had
to have a partner that didn't depend on certain aspects of our Salesforce instance
matching everyone else.
The flexibility of CaliberMind is one I haven't found with any other attribution or
measurement software. We needed a solution that could accommodate our unique
workflows and designate attribution across social media influencers, billboards,
television, and digital media. CaliberMind can do what its competitor couldn’t
accomplish.

Confidently Assigning Resources and
Forecasting Future Growth
CaliberMind stands alone in its ability to build attribution models. Other companies
are so tied to Salesforce and fail if the system isn’t configured in a particular way.
You’re simply out of luck. That’s where we found a true partnership with CaliberMind. Regardless of what your model looks like, CaliberMind tracks channel and
campaign level performance against your key goals. I can confidently assign
resources and forecast future growth based on future budget growth.
The onboarding team is the best I've ever worked with on any SaaS solution. They
were available at all times to help us stand up and get the most out of a system we
use to report on business health from the board all the way down to individual
contributors.
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MobileTechRX is transforming the auto reconditioning
industry by delivering an auto repair app built by technicians, for technicians. The Mobile Tech RX app makes it
easy for technicians to estimate, invoice, manage teams,
and capture data on-the-go and from a phone.
www.mobiletechrx.com

CaliberMind is an Analytics-First Customer Data Platform
powering marketers with data, analytics, and automation
to grow pipeline faster.
www.calibermind.com

